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Your light meter doesn’t do what you think it does.



Light meters read zone 5 (18% reflectance) no matter what the subject.  Photo a black, 
a white and a gray object as the only thing the meter sees and the registered exposure 
will make all of them appear neutral gray in the resulting image.

So, how do you get the black pony black and the white horse, white?

By “placing” the important object in the 
proper exposure “zone”, 3 for the black 
pony and 8 for the white horse.



Here is another example.  You want the 
girl’s face to be properly exposed, but if 
you followed the meter reading it would 
be wrong in all three settings.  You need 
to “place” the exposure of the face into 
the proper “zone” to get the correct re-
sult.



Placing the important subject matter in the correct “zone” for proper 
exposure was a technique developed by Ansel Adams and followed 
by professional and amateur photographers ever since.

Exposure value is a combination of aperture and shutter speed that will result in the 
same amount of light reaching the sensor or film plane.  If a given ISO setting or film 
speed would properly expose an image with F8 at 1/60th of a second, then all of these 
other combinations would also properly expose the image.  Each combination has the 
same exposure value and each would place the object in the same zone:

F stops  2 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 32 64

Shutter speeds 1000 500 250 125 60 30 15 8 4 2

Opening up one EV means letting in twice as much light which can be done either by 
using the next smaller F stop number or the next slower shutter speed.  If the reflected 
light meter reads the back of a Caucasian hand in sun as requiring F8 at 1/60th of a 
second, in order to properly place the skin tone into zone 6 would require opening up 
one EV by either using F5.6 at 1/60th or by using F8 at 1/30.

Zone 0 - total black, no texture, as black as the image will render

Zone 1 - Effective threshold.  The first hint of tonal difference but no texture

Zone 2 - First suggestion of texture.  Deep tones representing the darkest part of picture 
in which some detail is required

Zone 3 - Average dark material showing adequate texture

Zone 4 - Average dark foliage.  Dark stone, landscape shadow.  Shadow value for por-
trait taken in bright sun

Zone 5 - Dark skin, gray stone, average weathered wood, middle gray 18% reflectance, 
what a reflected light meter registers

Zone 6 - Average Caucasian skin value in sunlight, diffuse sky light or very soft light.  
Light stone, shadows on snow in sunlit snowscapes

Zone 7 - Very light skin.  Light gray objects, average snow with acute side lighting

Zone 8 - Whites with texture and delicate values.  Snow in full shade, highlights on 
Caucasian skin

Zone 9 - Glaring white surfaces, snow in flat sunlight, white without texture

The only subjects higher than zone 9 would be light sources which would be rendered in 
the print as the base white of the paper.



White Balance or White Setting to render colors correctly under dif-
ferent lighting conditions.






